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Mahatrnyas are collections of legends and myths which
for the most part relate to pilgrimage practice and to local
"historieslt of holy places throughout India. They are asso-
ciated with Pura~as, a more widely known branch of Sanskrit
literature, in two wayst (1) i11a general way, i.e., Purru;ic
legends were often used or adapted to a local environment in
the compiling of the "history" of that place, .and (2) in a
specific way, i.e., Mahatmyas as texts often assert to be a
part of a particular Purana.l SOIDe Pur~as consist almost
entirely of Maha trnyas, others have but one or two attached
to them. The connection between these two br~~ches of litera-
ture is very close; so close that Mahatmyas for the most part
have not been regarded or treated as a separate genre.
Apart from Gonda, who discusses Mahatmyas separately
in the final chapter o~ his book Medieval Religious Litera-
ture in Sanskrit,2 no history of Indian literature, to my
knowledge, has described or discussed the contents of M3hat-
my a literature: Keith and Macdonell do not even mention them.
Winternitz follows Wilson in discussing Manatmyas as they
occur in the Puranas.3.
In addition to Mahatmyas often not being regarded, and
thereby not s.tud'iedas an independent class or genre of
Sanskrit literature, scholarly research may have been deterred
on two other accounts. Firstly, many of the early cataloguers
1
2and literary historians discredited and discounted them for
their late appearance and questionable "authenticity." They
were called: absurd, puerile, bold, lying, silly, frivilous,
insipid, immoral, uninteresting~4 and above all, forged or
fabricated. 5 Secondly, the sheer bulk of the literature,6
both individually and as a whole, has no doubt deterred their
survey. As Wilson notes:
The Mahatmya is sometimes fully as exte~sive as
the whole Purana of which it is said to be a part,
and the aggregate of those in the Mackenzie col-
lection amounting to a hundred and twenty-two, is
infinitely more considerable than that of the
eighteen Puranas.7
Taylor refers to the same collection as "a copious and almost
exhaustless store. ,.8 Given that the Mackenzie collection
represents only a limited area in South India, if one were
to speculate that M3hatmyas exist, both in Sanskrit and ver-
naculars, for almost every important holy place in India,
words like "infinite" and "almost exhaustless" sound less
like exaggerations.9
Whether for these or other reasons, histories of Indian
literature have not provided us with even a general descrip-
tion of Ma.hatmya literature. Part 1 of this preliminary sur-
vey, the descriptive part, has several limitations connected
with it: (1) it is limited to Sanskrit Mahatmyas and does not
discuss the contemporaneous or subsequent vernacular tradi-
tions:lO (2) the section on classification indicates the wide
range of topics which may be treated in a text bearing the
Jnomenclature 'Mahatmya, t but this study hardly touches the
surface of any of these topics and perhaps lays emphasis un-
rightly on one or two of these topics; (3) the section on
contents relies heavily on the translations of others; and
(4) there is an inherent difficulty in formulating even gen-
eral statements about so vast a literature; exceptions to
these generalizations are bound to be found.
The three main sources from which the descriptive state-
ments in Part 1, regarding the form~-and contents of Mahatmyas,
have been drawn are: (1) cataloguers, who, apart from their
judgments regarding the contents of Mabatmyas, nonetheless
did describe them: (2) authors who have made isolated studies
of particular Maha.tmyas; and (J) scholars who have written
on Indian pilgrimage and the myths associated with pilgrimage
and temple sites. 11
Part 2 of this survey consists of a list of 712 Mehatmyas,
'2compiled solely from Theodor Aufrecht's Catalogus Catalogorum.~
There was no intention to provide an "exhaustive" list of
Mahatmyas; a task which, if not impossible, would be absurd
to attempt. The present list was compiled to provide a suf-
ficient sampling of Mahatmya titles in order to observe pat-
terns and trends In their contents and in their relationship
to other branches of literature, primarily the Pura~as. The
patterns regarding the latter are presented largely in the
form of lists, i.e., Appendices A and B.
Part 1
A PRELIMINARY DESCRIPTIVE SURVEY OF MAHATMYAS
DEFINITION AND PLACE IN SANSKRIT LITERATURE
In the opening twelve verses of the Kayaroh~a-MahatmyaIJ
CAppo D), words which have the prefix 'maha-/maha-' occ~r
seven times; a considerable number. This suggests a context
for the use of the word 'mahatmya' which occurs at the end
of the enumeration:
"mahatmana (;-~ayo)" 'great-souled (sages)'
'in the great forest'
"mahaujasa.{l(munayas)"
'great-souled ones'







'by the great-souled (Kumara),
'the greatness associated with
the lord of Kayarohana'
t'mahamunil].It
The word 'mahatmya' is formed from the noun (masc.)
'a.tman'plus the prefix 'maha-' and, following one of the
paradigms for forming secondary derivatives, the suffix
'-ya' is added, together with optional stre~gthening (v~ddhi)
14of the first vowel. This type of derivative can be used
either adjectivally, denoting 'having a relation or connec-
tion with' the word from which it is derived, or substan-
tively as an appellative or a neuter abstract noun.IS Thus,
etymologically, the word 'mahatmya' means 'relating to (the)
mahatman 'magnanimous or great-souled one(s)' or simply
'magnanimity' or 'greatness.'
S
6Our interest is limited to its usage as the generic
name given to a large number of texts which form this branch
of Sanskrit literature. In this literary context, the trans-
lations which are usually employed for the word are: great-
ness, glorification, excellence, magnificence, significance,
etc. Based on our understanding of their contents (discussed
below), Mahatmyas may be defined as texts which describe,
illustrate with legends, and praise the pre-eminent (reli-
gious) efficacy of a place, a person, a religious vow, a
religious text, a deity's name, or a mantra. A connotation
of superiority is also often present. It is difficult to
find a single English word to carry such a semantic load.
Where I have translated it, I have used the word 'greatness,'
but as a generic literary term I have capitalized it and left
it untranslated.
A look at some words which occur in alternate manuscript
titles in place of '-Mahatmya' (e.g., Vinayaka-Matatmya ~
Vinayaka-Pur~a; Pativrata-Mahatmya N Pativrata-Upakhyana
(Pativratopakhyana)); and a look at the alternate titles of
a non-classificatory type which also occur (e.g. t Devi--
Mahatmya ~ Saptasati; O~ara-Mahatmya ~ Gitasara) perhaps
contributes to an understanding of the meaning of 'matatmya'
and also helps to place Mahatmyas in the framework of San-
skrit literature. In the "Notes" column of the attached
List of N~hatmyas (hereafter M-List), under the heading
7"Other titles", both types of alternate titles have been
listed when they were provided by Aufrecht. Substitute words
for which there are two or more examples are: -Pura~a (M-
List no. 21, 120, 377, 477, 545, 629); -Upakhyana (357, 621);
-Katha/-Vratakatha (308, 587); and -Vrata (408, 588). A
great number of manuscripts are listed in Catalogus Catalo-
gorum with titles formed with these names. Further research
might shaw that many more texts of the Mahatmya type also go
under these titles, especially one would think, those with
'-Vrata' or '-Vratakatha'. Mahatmyas charactp-ristically
relate the story (katha) upon which a religious observance
(vrata) is based.
The word 'vaibhava' (might, high pcs i t.ion ; greatness)
- - 16 1is somewhat of a synonym for 'mahatroya' but most frequent y
in the secondary literature the term 'Sthalapura~' is used
to mean 'Mahatmya' in the sense of a class of literature.
Regarding their place in Indian literature, although
there are Buddhist, Jaina, and Muslim Mahatmyas their occur-
rence is quite rare,l7 and rIlanatmyasare primarily Hindu.
Most frequently they are classified as Pur~ic literature,
although some scholars treat them as Dharmasastric (and rarely
as Tantric).18 Appendices A and B provide lists of the works
to which Mahatmyas have been assigned.
The nature of the relationship between Mahatmyas and
Pur~as (App. A) is not quitG clear. In the texts the rela-
is some indication that the relationship means IIderived from
or based on stories in such and such Purana; ,,23 On the other
8
tionship is expressed in the locative case, e.g., "iti
brahma~~apur~e k?etravaibhavakhaDqe kumbhako~amihatmye
k~etravaibhavan nama dvadaSoddhyay~.,,19
Approximately 52% of the titles in the M~List claim
affiliation with a Pura~a or another work. The number would
probably be much larger if we were to consider that a good
number of those which appear to be "independent" actually
have an affiliation which was merely not recorded by the
cataloguer.
Many Mabatmyas are found in the extant editions of the
Pura~s; however, many more are not. Regarding their pre-
sence in the extant Pur~as, Wilson oalled them "objects of
suspicion" having a "questionable appearance ...20 Among West-
ern scholars and some Indians also, the charge has been made
that OOahatmyas falsely claim to be parts of Pura~as. Phrases
such as the following were generated by the early cataloguers
and are often repeated in the later literature: raahatmyas
IIpretend to be taken from some larger puraQas,,,21 or are
"erroneously stated to be from,,22 various Puranas. Before
doubting the validity of these statements of affiliation with
Pural).8.sand other texts, it might be better to try to under-
stand the nature of the statements. On the one hand 'there
hand, some Pura~as do in fact consist of nothing more than
9successions of Mahatmyas, and the relationship means "such
- - . Pu - 24and such Mahatmya is found In or is a part of a g~ven r~a.
It is quite true that Mahatnlyas were not attached to
Puranas in an integrated way. Chatterjee finds "hardly any
serious connectiontr between the Padma.-P and the Mahatmyas,
e .g., Bhjigavata-M, GIta-M, Magha-M. etc ., which claim to
belong to it.25
In South India in particular, the word 'pur·al)a'appears
to merely mean 'ancient story,' whereas in the North the
authors of secondary literature tend to treat it as a "pres-
tigious title" of that class of literature. The argument
- - 26found in the introduction to Ved Kumari's The N1.lamataPurana,
regarding whether the NIla~ata is a Pura~a or a Mihatmya (it
is called both the Nilamata-P and the Kasmira-M), clearly
reflects this sentiment. The terms 'Pur~at and 'Mahatffiya'
are not totally interchangeable; so, for instance, it does
not appear possible to say *Nilamata-M or *Kasmira-P. In
compounded title form, 'Mahatmya' seems to mean "the greatness
associated with such and such place, person, etc." and the
term 'Puralfa' seems to mean "trieancient lore told by, or
in the tradition of, such and such person" or perhaps also
"abou t such and such person," but "place" does not occur as
the first compound member of ~~ra~a titles.
FUrther research needs to be done to better understand
the relationship between these two branches of literature.
10
Both appear to be derived from oral tradition, and for this
reason, in considering their relationship to one another it
would be best not to limit our conception of these works to
written or printed texts.
In addition to being parts of other works, Mahatmyas
themselves contain smaller parts or works. These are indi-
ca ted i.n the "Notes II column of the M-List under the heading
"LncLudes ... Some of the types of works included are :27





-stotra (176, 267, 271. 349, 683, 704).
DESCRIPTION - FORM AND STYLE
Mahatmyas, on the whole, may be regarded as the by-
products of accretion and interpolation, characterized by:
(1) the mixing of la~guages, of prose with verse, and of
metres; (2) the juxtaposition of disjointed passages; and
(3) the prevalence of inconsistencies in content. They are
unpolished and unsophisticated, lacking homogeneity and
~,
• ~e/' .l-Iiterary qua.l i ty.,I ':'is As Hart observes, they "have all the
hallmarks of oral verse. II 28 They are invariably written in
narrative style 1 dialogues which are set in a distant Lcca ..le
and time but which primarily pertain in content to the local-
ity of the compiler or composer.
Considering first the physical appearance of the Mabat-
mya manuscripts, depending on the region in which they were
collected, a variety of scripts may be noted: Devanagari,
Grantha, Nandinagari, Telugu, Kanara, and ~arada. 29 They
are written on palm leaves and domestic and European paper.
The dated manusoripts range from the 10th to the 19th
century, clustering in the 17th and 18th centuries. Tt4e two
oldest manuscripts to which I have found reference are a
- 8 30 - 31Devl-M dated 99 A.D. and a Magha-P/Idated 1389 A.D.
The quality of l~~guage (Sanskrit) used, as noted by
the cataloguers, varies from "correct" to "incorrect." A
sampling of remarks given by later scholars regarding the








ing the Bengali origin"32
"quite simple having a tinge of
the regional dialects"33
"chaste Sanskrit, but ...uses
Gujar~ti phrases in Sa~skrit
garb" )4
"the writing is full of mistakes
...th~ use of sucb mo~ern words
as ...Lplace-namesJ" 35
In some cases certain Mahatnlya manuscripts are not really
Kuru.ksetra-MJ.
written in Sanskrit:
Konarkak~etra-M; "The work is written in Oriya,and claims notice as a Sanskrit
MS. only in virtue of the very
limited amount of Sanskrlt cited
from various Pura~as. ,.je
"The letter is Grantha, but the
language is Canarese."37
A variety of metres are used; presumably with the major-
ity being in Sloka. 38 Other metres mentioned include I
Yadavagiri-M:
anu~tubh, dvipada, vasantatilaka, mandakranta, sardula-
vikrIdita, and upajati. 39
The style of the texts is, without exception (to my
knowledge), narrative dialogue. Although the literature is
voluminous it is still possible to comment on a few general
recurrent patterns in the narrative structure with which
Mahatmyas commence.
A general tendency was to put the origin of an account
far back in time (pura); perhaps to supply sufficient autho-
.t f h t b . • 40r1 y or w a was e1ng commun1cated or perhaps reflecting
a cultural stylistic preference.
13
The setting is quite often in a forest (not infrequently
the Naimisa forest) where a group of sages (~~i and/or muni)
have assembled with the desire to know: for example, which
tirtha is the best, or why such and such event in the past
took place the way it did; or what the exploits of a famous
personage werej or what the best means for achieving a parti-
cular goal are ~l
In the introductory dialogues, when asked a ~uestion,
the respondent himself will "push the clock back" or transfer
authority by relating what he heard someone else tell regard-
ing the question at hand. Some of the patterns of dialogue
are provided here with examples:
(1) Suta (royal bard) responds to ~uestions from sages
Magha-M~ Suta narrates to ~9is what Vasi~~ha
told to Dilipa.42
Visvamitri-M: Suta narrates to sages a con-
versation between Krsna and Yudhisthira.43...
(2) Sage responds to questions from other sages
Nepala-M: Markandeya answers Jaimini's
questia~s regarding the holy places of
Nepal.
Kartika-Ms Narada reports tR5the sages what
Brahma had said to him.
Halasya-M: Agast~a agrees to recount the 46
exploits of ~iva to a gathering of sages.
(3) Sage responds to qUestions from royalty
Kasmira-M: Vaisampayana, a pupil of Vyasa,
responds to King Janamejaya's question as
to "why no ruler of Kasmir took p~rt in Jhe
great war between the Kurus and Pandus.' 7..
14
The first two patterns predominate in the introductory
dialogues of Mahatmyas, and the third pattern predominates
throughout the often disjointed dialogues which follow and
fill the texts. A prevalent motif in the third pattern
involves a king who is in a problematic situation, e.g.,
loss of a kingdom, leprosy, guilt for an injustice he may
have done, etc. The story will relate how these circumstances
came about and how a sage guides him to a resolution of the
bl 11 b d' t' h' t ~f" - 48pro em, usua y y lrec ~ng 1m 0 an e~ lcac~ous tlrtha.
Another pattern which is frequently found in Mahatmyas
(both at the beginning and within the text) is the presence
of dialogues which occur between Siva and Parvati: the former
responding to questions of curiosity on the part of the lat-
ter. As Shastri notes, this pattern makes the work look
- 49"more like a Ta.'t"l.trathan a Pur-anai " Perhaps it is the
format only, and not the contents, which has been borrowed
from tantric compositions. Hazra remarks on the abruptness
and absence of occasion with which a conversation between
~iva and ParvatI begins the Karatoya-M; and in which Siva
"then goes on narrating the Mahatmyas as declared by Bhar-
50gava .It It appears that Siva and Parva ti I s presence as
dialogue participants in Manatmyas may be the result of the
reworking of the texts.51
CLASSIFICATION
One of the purposes in compiling the M-List was to see
whether any patterns occurred in Mahatmya titles. The follow-
ing ten words occur immediately adjacent to the word 'mahat-
mya , in nearly 40% of the titles in the M-List. Each one of
them occurs more than ten times, as indicated by the numbers
ln parentheses:
[The Mahatmya (greatness) of the ... ]































This list together with the many other titles with simi-
lar words, e.g., -sila 'stone', -nadI 'river', e~c. and those
titles with familiar place-~ames, demonstrates that the pri-
mary focus of Mahatmyas is on 'place.' EVen the categories
of -Isa/-isvara-M and -nitna-M, although focused on a person
or being. actua.lly relate to that "being's" presence at a
specific locality; and 'isvara' often refers to a linga estab-
lished at a certain place. 52 Thus there is little or no dis-
tinction made between person (including iconic representations,
1.5
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e.g .• lingas, murtis, etc.) and place-names. In my estimate,
95% of the Mah~tmyas in the M-List are local; focusing on a
place, a Hbeing" at a place, or a time period or vrata pro-
pitious for practice at a place. The other 5% would be pri-
marily non-local; focusing on bhakti to a deity or recita-
tion of a religiOUS text, deity name, or mantra.
It is not really possible to neatly classify Mahatmyas.53
By title they might suggest one category but in content they
necessarily overlap several categories. The following out-
line is merely meant to provide an overview of the areas of
focus, as suggested by the Mahatmya titles found in the M-List.
The bi-directional arrows represent continuums rather than
oppositions between the SUb-categories they link.
PLACE
Non-fictional Fictional
(geographically identifiable) (Non-geograph. identifiable)
The fictional Place-Mahatmyas may be completely imagin-
ary, or perhaps once they were "non-fictional" but have now
been transformed beyond recognition. In most MahatMyas of











This category would relate to kings, religious leaders,









When a myth or deity has gained a wider than local audi-
ence, the local character of the Mahatmya diminishes and the







Time is often an important factor in the performance of
religious practices, i.e., pilgrimage, vows, etc. Some of
the different time periods which occur in the titles are:
seasons, months, astronomical and astrological configurations,









The religious vows (vratas) include fasts, pilgrimage
(yatra:), etc. These Mahatmyas might explain the origin of
a certain practice by means of a story. They are often con-







The 'greatness' of the recitation of a religious text,










In their primary function as local pilgrim-guidebooks,
Mahatmyas seem to anticipate the questions which newcomers
might ask about a place of pilgrimage. 55 The texts were
probably not used directly by the pilgrims but rather by the
priests who would expound their contents to a pilgrim audi-
ence. The following brief list of the chapters of the
S~gamesvara-M typifies the contents which are likely to be
found in Mahatmyas in general:
The site is Veda-giri, the junction of the
Caveri and Bhavani rivers, in the lower Carnatict
the fame of that place -- glory of the deva there
__ wonderful nature of a stone there named after
the gayatri _- the like of a country apple tree
(Tamil ilanta, sanse. batiri) -- the tapas of
Visvamitra, who was once a king; but having fought
with Vasishta, he did penance, and became a Brahma-
rshi _- Siva killed here an asura, named Marutta of
the race of Naracasura -- the fame of the pool named
after the Sun -- a king of the kerala-country came,
bathed in it, and did homage there~6bY which means
he obtained the blessing of a son.J
Although Taylor's list lacks any reference to practi-
cal matters concerning pilgrims, they were either just
omitted by him, or, if in fact they were not contained in
the Mabatmya, the inference would be made that by imitating
the actions of past personages, the modern pilgrim would reap
similar benefits at that site.
Some of the essential concerns (vis-~-vis the pilgrim)
which Mahatmyas aim to answer are:
(1) to explain the significant features of the place
in terms of past events
19
20
(2) to establish belief in the present-day sanctity
of the place (resultant from those past events)
(3) to supply the pilgrim with practical guidelines
and prescribed vratas for his religious practice
there
(4) to define the reward (phala) which is said to
be obtained by pilgrimage and/or the performance
of vratas at that Place.57
In the course of achieving these tlaims,tIMahatmyas pro-
vide us with a significant amount of information in three
general areas: geography, religion, and history (myth).
The following outline lists some of the topics which are
frequently treated in the successions of stories which are
the medium for transmitting such information.
Geographical contents:
Folk etymologies of place-names
Pilgrim routes and itineraries In a region
Boundaries of holy regions
Enumeration of significant pools (tirthas), mountains,
trees, rivers, etc. in an area
Description of flora and fauna
Etiological myths regarding local topographical features
Religious contents:
Folk etymologies of (local or unusual) names of deities
Origin of a god I s "r-esLdence " there
Origin of festivals
21
Origin of objects used in worship
Explanation of iconographic details in sculpture and art
Origin of the sanctity (often the result of performance
of tapas there in the past)
Events leading to the establishment of lingas
Prescription of vratas to be performed or gifts to be
made
Propitious time periods for pilgrimage (seasons, days,
astronomical configu,rations, etc. J
Definition of ritual benefits (mundane and religious)
and merits to be obtained by hearing and reading
(repeating) Mahatmyas or other religious books
Religious and sectarian ideologies, expressed directly
or indirectly
Historical (Mythical) contents I
Accounts of famous persons who visited there
Caste group origins and legitimacy of their local
position
Temple construction and benefactions made by sovereigns
Disguised and allegorical allusions to historical events
Geographical Contents
The'geographical contents of Mahatmyas have often escaped
the process of fabulation and thereby provide us with fairly
accurate geographical information, e.g., detailed topographi-
cal descriptions, routes to and around holy sites, boundaries
of holy regions, etc. These contents have also been useful
in identifying ancient sites with modern ones.
Vivid description of Mathura and its surrounding terri-
tories is contained in the Kartika-M.58"Complete acquaintance
22
with geographic details" of Vadnagara is displayed in the
Hatakesvaraksetra-M?9 The compilers of the Purusottama-. .
k?etra-M show "fairly good knowledge" of the division of
Bihar and Orissa. 60 Regarding these, and other Mahatmyas as
well, the persons reporting on their contents have been left
wi th the impression that such accuracy of detail must ha.ve
been provided by authors who were thoroughly familia.r with
these localities.
Description of the route by which a pilgrim must travel
to arrive at a particular tirtha as well as the circumambu-
lation (nradaksina) route to be followed once one has arrived. -.
at a complex of holy sites (k~etra) are also sometimes pro-
vided. An example of the latter would be the Pancakrosi-
yatra in Benaras on which, over a period of six days; a pil-
grim is to follow a prescribed route with designated stopping
places for each night. 61 The sites associated with the life
of ~~~a at Mathur§. are "vi.si.ted in rotation under the direc-
tion of a Branman, who usually recites at each holy place
the local religious guide-book (mabatmya), which embodies
the religious lore." 62
Boundaries are commonly included in the geographical
contents. Thus in the Girnar-M, in one of the typical dia-
logue formats, Parvati questions ~iva as to the boundaries
of Antargrahak~etra. He responds, enumerating the tirthas
as well:
23
'The Kshetra extends from the river Svar:t;larekha,
which lies to the east of the town of Karnakubja
(Junagaqh), to the mountain of Ujiyanta._'It
contains the following sacred spots: - Damodar,
Bhavanatha, DaIDodar Vishnu, the Svarnarekha,
Branma Kunda, Brahmesvara, Gangesvara, Kalmegha,
Indresvara; Raivataka mountain, Ujiyanta moun-
tain, Revati Kunda, Kubhisvara, Bhima Ku~~a. and
Bhimesvara. These are the celebrat~d sacred
places in the Antargraha Kshetra.'j
The value of the geographical contents of Mahatmyas
was remarked upon by early manuscript cataloguers, and the
utilization of these contents by European geographers.
archaeological surveyors, and gazetteer writers has been
documented (albeit with varying recommendation)?4 "The
MahakU~a-Mahatmya enabled Dr. Fleet to identify the Vatapi
of the inscriptions, the capital of the Chalukyan dynasty
of Western India, with the modern Badami. tt6S Cunningham
likewise used Mahatmyas to locate ancient sites but was not
unfamiliar with their potential unreliability in this area?6
The Kasmira-M was one of the sources used by Kalhapa
(1184 A.D.) in writing Rajatarangini (a unique example of a
historical text in Sanskrit), and it was used in conjunction
with other Mahatmyas and works to successfully identify al-
most all of the localities in KalhaQa's important work.6?
There are some pro'blems associated with using Mihatmyas
for place identification. The M8.hatmyas of South India illus-
trate one aspect of these problems. In the course of migrat-
. ,... h . 68 .lng to ~out Indla lt appears that brahmans both named and
renamed their new southern habitats with names borrowed from
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the North, and they also "Sanskritized" the Dravidian place-
names which already existed. 69 In a few M~atmya titles we
find prefixes such as 'Dak~i~a-' t 'PracI-' etc., added to
place-names (e.g., Dak~i~advaraka, Pracisarasvatl) to dis-
tinguish them from their northern or distant counterparts.
This distinction on the whole, however, was more often mini-
sites, the qualities and legendary associations of those
sites were also attached to the southern 10calities.70 The
mized, and, in addition to transposing the names of northern
resultant geographic ambiguities and confusion are difficult,
if not impossible. to resolve. For example, in his topo-
graphical study of the Venka~acala-M, Chaudhuri is confronted
with what he calls inaccuracies regarding the course of the
Suvart;J,amukhaririver: "It is impossible to think of a river.
which flowed through Tinnevelly, Nasik and Madras and at the
same time extended up to the United Provinces to meet the
. y _ 71r~ver amuna."
Although he cites textual corruption and ignorance on
the part of the compilers as the sources for these inaccura-
cies, another source for confusion is that rivers and tirthas
were particularly vulnerable to the "renaming process" and
this might explain some of the contradictions. Kantawala In
pursuing a similar inaccuracy. i.e., a confluence between
the Narmada and the Kaver! rivers, reports:
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Apparently this appears to be absurd, as there
can be no confluence of the Narmada in Gujarat and
the Kaveri in South India. But a visit at Om-
kareshvar in the Madhyapradesh reveals that a 72
small rivulet known as tKaveri' meets the Narmada.
A further possible interpretation for the inconsisten-
cies,ambiguities, and "absurdities" found in the geographi-
cal contents of Mahatmyas (northern and southern) would be
that the process of fabulation has affected these contents
either inadvertently over the course of time and space or
intentionally for varied reasons. The well-known example of
the mythical subterranean joining of the SarasvatI with the
Ganges and Yamuna rivers at Prayag,73 perhaps sets precedent
for other non-geographically identifiable confluences.
Religious Contents
In the religious context, Mahatmyas were used in three
ways: (1) in a practical way (on-site), to direct and instruct
pilgrims; (2) in a ritualistic way {on-site}, as panegyrics
recited at festivals or acted out as temple dramas; and (3)
in a promotional way (off-site) to inspire others to visit
a place, to serve as a substitute for pilgrimage, and to
inspire devotion to a particular deity.
The religious contents of Mabatmyas relate primarily to
pilgrimage practices and rewards; the sin-removing and bene-
fit-conferring powers of water and deities being the most
recurrent motifs in the stories. The instruction of pilgrims
was done indirectly by means of inspiring legends.
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The original focus of pilgrimage, it seems, was on the
sin-removing capacity of water at a tlrtha (bathing place).
Water was regarded as a potent purificatory agent; 74 the
analogy between physical dirt and moral impurity being ubi-
quitous in Indian religious thought and rltual. 75 The motif
of sin (guilt), curses, and various afflictions being washed
off at a tlrtha permeates the Mahatmya literature. The para-
mount sin was to kill a brahman. and ~iva, Rama, and Indra
are frequently used as prime examples of ones who have com-
mitted this sin and been freed of it. For example:
Mithila-M: In order to prevent Brahma from raping
his own daughter SarasvatI, ~iva cuts off one
of Brahma's heads while the latter is chasing
her. ,~ivaI s sin is removed by visiting Janak-
pur and bathing in the Maharajsagar.76
Kapalamocana-M: Rama severs the head off of a
rak~asa [held to be a brahmanJ.77The head
strikes the thigh of Mahodara and would not
come off. He goes to Ausanasa tIrtha on the
bank of the Sarasvati, sips water from"his
palm,78 takes a bath in the Sarasvati and
the skull drops into the water and disappears.79
Other frequent motifs involve kings who are guilty of a
range of sins or who are suffering on account of various
afflictions such as loss of a kingdom, leprosy, etc.
Mithila-M: King Dhradatta, while on exile, due
to starvation, kills and eats his wife as
well as many brahmans and sadhus. He is
freed at Janaksagar.80
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Visvamitri-M: King Trisanku attempts to go "to
heaven without abandoning the mundane human
frame." He gets cursed with skin diseases by
the gods, and after many episodes, is finally
released upon completion of a pilgrimage to
Vairinci-samgama where he is "taken to heaven
.' - . 1 It 81along with his body by Brahma hlmse f.
In addition to illustrating the miraculous powers of
water, Mabatmyas also display, in a parallel way, sectarian
beliefs which glorify the power of a particular deity (often
above the power of others). In the case of ~aiva motifs,
the focus is on ~iva's ability to remove sins and confer
benefits when he is supplicated by a devotee. The event of
his doing so is often marked by the installation of a linga
(called '-isvara') on the site. For example:
Virajaksetra-M: Siva remains there in the form
of Akh~~alesvara, named after Indra who
did penance there for his sin of adultry
82with Ahalya, wife of the sage Gautama.
Bhimasankara-MI King Priyashva of Nepal was over-
thrown and exiled. A sage advises him to go
to Bhimasankara where he prays and worships
a "hidden linga (gupta-bhimesa)." "The
god took pity on the repentant king and all
his sins were wiped out, his kingdom re-
stored. 1,83
is told to explain one of Visnu's local names, i.e. Vegasetu,
In the Vai~~ava context, Vi~~u manifests and displays
his power on behalf of a devotee and then agrees to reside
84permanently (in iconic form)at a place. The following myth
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at Kancipuram.
Kanci-M: Brahma, having failed by other means
to obtain "a vision in samadhi of Vi!?l).u,"
is advised to perform an asvamedha sacrifice.
His wife Sarasvati refuses to attend but in
jealousy over the attendance by other wives
rushes, in the form of a river (vegavati)
toward the place to sweep away the altar.
Visnu tUrns himself into a dam and blocks the.. 8
flow of the river. 5
The retelling and reworking of myths with a sectarian
bias is noted throughout the Mahatmya literature. It some-
times results in the surprising juxtaposition of the glories
. 1 d . t' 86 F 1of two r~va e~ ~es. or examp e:
Papavinasa-M: A Cola king Pratapavira, son of
Pratapavira, constructs many dykes in his
kingdom by which to irrigate the land on
both sides of the KaverI river. The river
disappears into a hole and famine ensues.
In the end a sage directs him to go to Papa-_ ..nasa and "set up fallen lidgas etc. This he
does and obtains union with Vi~I}u...87
Studies indicate that attempts were made by the a.uthors
of Manatmyas not merely to rework the texts but to remove
traces of previous sectarian groups from the legends asso-
. t . h 1 88 I 1 'thCla ed wlt a pace. n some cases we'are eft Wl two
separate M8.hatInyas,e.g., a ~aiva Kanci-M and a Vaisnava, .
v~~... 89 . ... .l~lC~-M. 'rhe legends In the Venka~esvara-Mt relat~ng to
Tirupati, likewise, make no mention of the former ~aiva
character of the temple which existed prior to Ramanuja's time.90
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Efforts have been made by some scholars to interpret
Mahatmya myths as allegories of the replacement of one sect's
domination in an area by another. Mitra thinks the overthrow
of Buddhism by Brahmanism is represented in the legend of
the restraining and killing of the asura at Gaya.9l He was
not the first to formulate such an opinion. Regarding the
Ganesa-P, Stevenson comments on a similar asura myth:
If we are to suppose that this legend is nothing
more than a flight of Brahmanical fancy, and that
no allegory lurks under the external guise of a
lo.ng subj ection and protracted war of all the
gods with a particular Asur, we shall do little
credit to the wisdom of the sage by whom it was
conceived; but if we suppose it to be an alle-
gorical representation of the conflict between
Brahmanism and Buddhism, we have a subject worthy
of the poet's genius, and obtain an extremely
interesting, as well as prcbable account of that
memorable struggle.92
Regardless of whether a Mahatmya focuses on the power of
water or of a deity, there seems to be a common element which
the holy places share, i.e., a person (non-human or human)
in the (distant or not very distant) past did tapas (penance)
or worship there which brought and established the efficacious
power of the place to remove sins and confer benefits. Belief
in this power seems to be genuine. Regarding the story of
~iva's release from the sin of brahmanicide at Maharajsagar
(mentioned above), Jha relates that IIthismythological story
has become so famous and popular that during festivals pil-
grims rush to take [a] holy dip in Maharajsagar.,,93
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The following myth shows how the instructions for pil-
grims were embedded in the legends themselves:
Girnar-M: "Varnan applied for directions as to
the method to be followed in performing the
pilgrimage of the Vastra.patha which he desired
to do. Siva replied, 'On the north-west of
the Vastrapatha there is a large tank, and to
the west of the tank is a wood of Bilva trees,
which contains an earthen linga, by seeing
which on the Sivaratri day a hunter obtained
admission to Kailasa, and Indra was absolved
from the sin of the slaughter of a Brahm~. ,,,94
The ritualistic use of Maha.tmyas has been documented
at a South Indian temple in Tirukku~unku~i.95 The annual
• #' •enactment of the Ka~slka-M, a surviving temple drama, was
observed by Welbon in 1967. It appears that the inspira-
tional character of the Maha.tIDyahas lost most of its force'
The audience on hand at the start remained in-
tact through the enactment [about two hours long];
but only a dozen or two appeared to be paying more
than token attention. Occasionally some children
would giggle as the demon brandished his club.
Otherwise, the women who made up most of the audi-
ence grouped in small conversional mandalas, only
infrequently glancing toward the stage. 96
ci"ting a religious book takes precedence over the content
The merit or benefit which is promised for one who merely
hears or recites a Matatmya may lead to a situation of
recitation for recitation sake, in which the act of re-
or meaning to the text.
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The definition of the reward (phala) which is said to
result from pilgrimage to a particular site is sometimes
expressed in terms of its equivalence to so many Vedic
sacrifices:
Girnar-M: KailaSt ~s promised~ happiness inheaven 0
Virajaksetra-M: "Those who take their bath on
the bright fourteenth day of Caitra and
visit the ~khandalesvara, acquire the result
of ten horse s~~rifices.,,97
The use of the Vedic sacrifices, e.g. asvamedha, agni~~oma,
atiratra, etc., as a measure for the phala gained by pil-
grimage, was common in the tirtha chapters in the Maha-
- 98 II' korn . t' 1 t t ..bharata. ThlS ree on1ng rema1ns curren l.n a er rad1tlon,
but then tirthaphala may also be expressed in so many times
the purification from the murder of a brahman: Ko~itirthaf
a name frequently given to tanks is sometimes explained as
'the tank that purifies from the murder of ten millions of
br ahmans . t 1,99
The following are examples of other benefits which are
derived from different pilgrimage places:
Prayaga-M: Itareward eq_uivalent to the gift
of a hundred cows."lOl
~atr~njaya-M: one becomes absolved from sin
and becomes a "par-baker-in perfection,,102
Halasya-M: (not the mok~a of philosophers but)
ascent to heaven where ~iva and Minaksi
reign in all their glorylOJ
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Historical (Mythical) Contents
Unlike the geographical contents of Mahatmyas which,
owing to their practical applicability in the context of
pilgrimage, have retained a fair degree of reference to
empirical reality, the historical contents have been largely
lost or disguised through fabulation and idealization. Some
Mahatmyas have unquestionable historical bases; for example,
- ... 1 - - . 104the Bhutapurl-M which describes the ear y life of RamanuJa;
or the Kasmira-M (a history of Kasmir) and the Halasya-M
(relating to the Pa~?ya kings of Madurai) which Renou regards
as acceptable historical sources~Q5 In the maj ority of Mal1at-
myas, however, there is free mixing of history with myth
in those which claim any historical basis.
The priests at pilgrimage sites, who are, with few ex-
• M''.:."t.. - 106 1·ceptions, regarded as the com~llers of ~~launyas, a so
have "maintained with remarkable continuity over the past
three hundred and fifty years or so," private records of:
(1) pilgrims' visits; (2) correspondence with clients, espe-
cially the rajas of the past; and (3) personal papers relat-
ing to expenditures and property dis~utes. 107 Again owing
to a practical purpose (i.e., the paq~a's (priest's) proof
f bei th f .1 . t f . 1 .1 . )108 tho elng e am~ y prles 0 a partlcu ar pl grlm e
pilgrim-registers contain very accurate information regarding
each pilgrim's place of origin, name, date of visit, occasion
for visit" -for it may be the Kumbha Me La , the death of an
immediate relation, the Solar eclipse, an ordinary act of
what a particular group does with significant his-
torical events in terms of its cultural values.
social structures, and world view. If we can dis-
cover this we may ha~e a means of segregating his-
tory from myth.11]
JJ
devotion, or the performance of penance for a sin-, any other
facts of interest, and frequently the payment or otl1er gifts
he makes to the panda." 109 Access to these records in ex-
tremely limited. 110
Mention of these records is made her~ for two reasons:
(1) to illustrate that the keeping of accurate historical
records is not totally absent in the pilgrimage context, and
(2) to draw attention to the parallel between the contents
of these records and those of Mahatmyas. The most striking
difference between them is that in Mahatmyas the details
regarding famous persons who made pilgrimage to a particular
locality have been transformed so as to lose most semblance
of empirical reality; a process or tendency which Kane calls
"the inveterate habit of exaggeration." 111 By contrasting
these two forms of written accounts (one virtually private;
the other primarily public) we can infer that the presence
of accurate historical facts in the one and legends and myths
in the other is the result of their different functions (one
practical; the other "promotional").
Myths when not merely viewed as "garbled history" become
"philosophical constructs in their own right." 112 Where we
find history being transformed into legend and myth, what
beG~mes interesting is:
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Many legends in Mahatmyas, without doubt, do invite
euhemeristic interpretation: however, the separation of his-
tory from myth must be supported with external evidence, i.e.,
inscriptions, archaeological data, etc. Kulke's examination
of the Cidambara-M provides us with an analysis of how reli-
gious and historical developments are reflected in Mahatmyas.
Quoting from the summary at the end of his book:
A critisal analysis clearly reveals the em
[Cidambara-M as a multistratified text. As the
Mahatmyas are usually dependent on the sometimes
well-known historical development of the places of
pilgrimage, there is good chance of finding histori-
cal causes for a relatively high number of interpola-
tions and textual alterations. This dependence upon
historical and sociologica.l developments and changes
reflected in temple MMatmyas is an interesting fact
for the analysis of medieval Purana-like texts. It
is surprising that the priests of the famous temples
of India praise as saints their still living kings.
Yet it is even more surprising to see how soon after
his death these priests try to alter the tradition
of his now legendary deeds. As shown in the thesis
[i.e., that the legendary Hiraoyavarjan was the his-
torical king Kulottunga I (1070-118) , it most pro-
bably was not later than one decade after the death
of their king that the priests of Cid~~~am altered
this tradition for their own purposes.
Meh ta's studies in "purjindc archaeology" and caste. .
group PuriDas (and Mahatmyas) are valuable to our knowledge
of Indian history. 115
In addition to being tithe 'official' medium by means
of which the tensions between priests of various temples
were fought out," Manatmyas reflect collaboration between
priests and political ~ower to mutually confirm a given
116legendary origin of a temple.
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Geib's study of how the Indradyumna legend has changed
over time and how different social classes have compiled their
own versions of legends concludes in this manner:
To sum up: On the one hand, the brahmins
have used the Indradyumna legend to make them-
selves indispensable by procuring power and
legitimation for the kings of Orissa. On the
other hand, the underprivileged have in their
versions tried to defend themselves against
the outrages and humiliations end~red at the
hands of the privileged classes. 117
DATE
The dating of Mahatmyas is problematic especially given
that they are for the most part undated, unsigned, and multi-
stratified; some passages appear old and others look more
recent.
Consideration of their date is limited here to the
appearance of the texts as we now have them, i.e., with the
title tMahatmyat~ with the f~equent claim to be affliated
with particular Pur~as; with evidence that they are redac-
tions written with sectarian bias~ and with their mention of
specific historically accountable patrons, rulers, and temples.
On these grounds we can assume that they are post-Purapic
compilations of the medieval period; by in large the products
of Brahmanical Hinduism.
The two earliest texts which bear
appear to be the ~atrufijaya-M dated c.
Devi-M, a manuscript of which is dated
the title 'Mahatmya'
118600 A.D. and the
llq_998 A.D. ~ey are
exceptional not only on account of their early date but also
their uncommon sectarian affiliation, i.e., the former Jaina
and the latter ~akta. (The majority of Mahatmyas reflect
~aiva or Vaisnava bias.)..
Hazra places the Mahatmya (tIrtha) chapters of the Pur-
-a~as into a range of dates from the 8th to the 15th century
A.D.120 Many of the manuscripts are dated (or estimated to
be) from the 17th and 18th centuries. The tradition of
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writing them continues to modern times, although the verna-
cular languages have largely replaced Sanskrit. 121
The following examples illustrate the range of dates
which have been assigned to various Mahatmyas and the types
of criteria on which dates may be based:
Fixed dates:
598 A.D. Satrunjaya-M author's patron was
Si1adityai Weber 122







c.1550 A.D. author wrote another1 'work dated 1550 A.D. 2!.1-
Upper date fixed:
before 998 A.D. Devi-M
before 1300 A.D. Purusottama-M
before 1398 A.D. Magha-M
Lower date fixed:
after 1128 A.D. Puru~ottama-M
dated manuscript 125
9.uoted bl S~la:par;:li126~n Dolayatra-v~yeka
dated manuscript 127
describes the Gundi-
cha m~~apa; a dated
inscription refers
to a QUeen Gon~a
Choda f~8iya 'Gun~i-chat)
after early 14th c. Praci-IVI compiled after con-
struction of the Sun
temple at Konarka129
after 1500 A.D. Viraja-M mentions Varahanatha




af~er 15th century Ha~akesvara-M mentions a temple
which Mehta dtt1safter 15th c. J
AUTHORSHIP
Vyasa is freq_uently considered the traditional "author"
- - 132 _ _of Mahatmyas, as well as the Vedas, Mahabharata, and
Puranas. The name 'Vyasa' is also given to brahmans who
reci te or expound these texts in public. 1}3 Among the
brahman functionaries at Kasi, those who specialize in the
recitation of Puranic stories are called 'Kathavachaks' and
sometimes addressed as 'Vyasji.· 13L~ This supports a generic
interpretation of the name.
The brahmans who guide and instruct pilgrims at holy
places form special castes; e.g., the Garigaputra and Chowbe
at Mathura, the Gayawala at Gaya, the Prayagawa1a at Allaha-
bad, and the Panda at Benaras. 135 Such resident priests are..
- - 136generally regarded to be the collective authors of Mahatmyas.
In some cases we are given author attributions in the
texts. Appendix C provides a list of twenty-seven authors
attributed to the manuscripts in the M-List. With the excep-
tion of §ankara and Sayana, most of the attributions seem
plausible. It does not appear that any of these authors
wrote more than one Mah atmya , although twelve of them are
known to have written other works. 137
Two interesting examples exist of Mahatmyas for which
we know both the author and the circumstances under which the
texts were written. In the first example, Farquhar reports
that in the mid 1500's, Caitanya sent two of his companions,
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Rupa and Sanatana, "to Brindaban to seek out the old sacred
sites (then lying desolate through Muslim fury) and produce·
a Sanskrit literature for the sect. II 138 Rupa (Gosvamin) as
regarded as the author of one of the Mathura-M. 139
The second example, which is provided by Cunningham,
contains a similar reference to the rehabilitation of holy
places after the Muslim conquest:
According to the MahatIDyas [of Kuruk~etraJ, of
which only one is said to be old, the holy places
had lain desolate for several centuries after the
Muhammadan conquest, when a Dandi or mendicant,
named Rama Chandra Swami, came from Kasi to Kuru-
ksetra. He was grieved to see the desolation, and
determined to stop there and try to restore the
holy places. But as even the sites of many were
unknown, he professed to have obtained a knowledge
of them in his dreams, and accordingly he wrote
a book describing them, which is called by the
Mahatmya of 6,000 slokas and also the "Dandi
Maha tmya. II Long afterwards a Pandi t of Thanesar,
named Banmali, traced all of the holy sites from
the positions given by the Dandi whose account is
now accepted as genuine by all Brahmans, although
his only authority for the identifications was
a dream. 11.140
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Part 2
A LIST OF MlHATMYAS (COMPILED FROM
AUFRECHT'S CATALOGUS CATALOGORUro)
INTRODUCTION TO THE LIST
This list was compiled solely from the titles and infor-
mation provided in Aufrecht's Catalogus Catalogorum. Nothing
in the way of content has been added to it and very few
"corrections" have been made. Where variant spellings of
the same manuscript occurred, I have retained both spellings;
usually selecting one as preferable to the other and cross-
referenc the other to it. The other cross-references only
reflect those connections between Mraha.tmyaswhich Aufrecht
made. No further cross-referencing has been made, even where
obvious links could have been made.
The inconsistencies which may be found in spelling in
the tlNotes" column are due to my decision to retain the names
and place-names as they occurred in Aufrecht and not to attem-
pt to provide uniform spellings.
In column 2, a ".." before a Mahatmya title indicates
that the title has been reconstructed and does not occur
as a manuscript itself in Aufrecht. These occur where a
title of a related text or quotations from another work
refer to a Miillatmya. Like titles have been listed together
but one should keep in mind that two manuscripts with the
same title may be completely different.
Column J contains every page citation from Aufrecht which
supplies additional, corrected, or corltradictory information
to the main entry listing. They are given in numerical order.
55
56
Although every attempt has been made to keep the count
accurate, the numbers in column 4 may be inaccurate for a
few reasons: (1) incomplete and fragmentary manuscripts are
included in the count, (2) there appear to be some duplicate
listings of the same manuscripts (e.g. those of the Mackenzie
collection and the India Office), ()) sometimes a manuscript
is listed under an added entry but not under the main entry;
in which case I counted it.
In colu~n 5, if a Nrahatmya is not assigned to another
work but has been classified by the cataloguer as something
other that Puranic, it is indicated in parenthe~es, i.e.
(tantra) and (dharma).
When a single manuscript title has been entered in
Aufrecht under two different spellings, one spelling has
been chosen and the other is crossed to it with a "See:"
note. Under the chosen or preferred spelling, the crossed
title is noted under "X-title." "See alsotl is used to
make connections between two titles which Aufrecht has
cormec ted . "Other title" would mean a non-Man.atIDyatitle
by which a work is also known.
"Related Texts II include Mahatmya commentaries, synop-
ses, ancillary texts, etc.
Only those locations provided by Aufrecht have been
given. It is quite possible that two manuscripts with the
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321. Narmada-M367. PapaghnI-M477. Magha-M479. Madhava-M499. Rajagl:'ha-M514. Reva.-M
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630. Srirnusti-M631. §rIrnusna-M633. srisaiia-M









































































































APPENDIX C. List of Authors Attributed to the M~atmyas
in the List













Dik9ita Devadatta, a Jaina
Dev'idasa
Narayana Bha~~a, son of
Ramesvara Bha~~a, son



































Rupa Gosvamin, brother of
Sanatana and Vallabha,
son of Kumara, grandson
of Mukunda.
Mathura-M




He was in the service of
Jnanacandra, king of
Kurmacala.
Vallabhacarya, also Va11abha Mathura-M
or Vallabha Dik~ita .•.
was a son of Laksmana
Bhatta, elder brother
of Rimacandra, and
father of Gopinatha and
Vittala. He was theguru of Purusottama
(Avataravadavali etc.).





,Se~a, a poet under the s~gamesvara-M
Calukya king Kar~a
wrote a poem Kar~a-
sudhanidhi, of which
the S~gamesvara-





APPENDIX D. Extract from a Manuscript: The Beginning and
Ending of the Kayarohana-Mahatmya
(as transliterated in Thomas' Appendix to A Catalogue
of South Indian Sanskrit Manuscripts, p. 274.)
~aunakadya mahatrnana ~~ayo brahmavadin~/
naimisakhye maharalfye tapas tepur mumuk9av~//
ekada te m(ah)atman~ samajan cakrur uttama~/
dharmartthakamamokfilalf8.mupayam jnatum icchavaJ:l//
9agvi~satisahasra~am munayas te mahaujasa0/
te9a~ si~yaprasi~yana~ sa(~)khya vaktun na sakyate//
kani k~etralfi pu~yani kani tirtthani bhutale/
kath~ va prapyate muktir b~han (read ~~an?) tapartta-
cetasam//
ity ev~ pra~tum atmanam udyatan prek~ya S~ara~
(read ~aunaka0)//
~aunak~/
aste siddhasrame punye Suta(lf) paurjind kot tamah/'/
yajan makhair bahudhai(r) visvarup~ jagadguru~//
sa eva sakala~ vetti Vyasasi~yo mahamuni~//
tasmat tam evam p~cchama ity uce ~aunako muni~//
atha te munayo jagrnu~pUI).yamsiddhasram~ vana~//
ik~antas tam avabh~than tatra tasthur makhalaye//
addhvaravabhrthasnanarn munim pauranikottamam//
• • • 41
papracchus te sukhasina~ naimisar~yavasin~//
:r~ayah/
kani &tc. &tc.
katha~ sive manu~yaI).a~(sic) bhaktir avyabhicari~i//
vada sarvamunisrefil"thasarvam etad asa~sayaJ:t/
Suta0/
sr~uddhvam r~ayas sarve sandi9~o vo vadamy aham//










bhu~a~air vividhai(r) vastrai(s) tambulai(r) dhanaddhanya-
vaktar~ pujayitva tu sivasayujyam apnuyat// [kai~/
haril;1/om/
(Translation, my own)
The great-souled sages, ~aunaka and the others, the
expounders of sacred texts, desiring liberation, practised
tapas (austerities) in the Naimiga forest. One day these
mahatmans assembled, desiring to know which path to dharma
(law, duty), artha (social and economic well-being), kama
(love), and mok~a (liberation) was the best. None of these
26,000 pupils of pupils, these powerful sages, was able to
answer: tlWhichk~etras (regions) and tirtha.s (bathing places)
on earth are holy; and how do men whose minds are disturbed
and pained obtain liberation?"
S~kara (read Saunaka?) observing these lofty ones with
their inquiry [said]: "Suta. the one who is best versed in
ancient lore (pura~as) is in the holy Siddhasrama worshipping
Visvarupa, the jagadguru, with various sacrifices. He is a
great sage, a student of Vyasa; he verily knows everything,"
"Therefore, Saunaka said "Ask him."
So, the sages went to the holy Siddhasrama forest, They
watched that sage, the best of pur~a-tellers, the one who
168
had taken a preparatory bath for the Arddhvara sacrifice.
He was performing the sacrifice there in the sacrificial
hut; he who lived comfortably in the Naimisa forest.
The sages [asked]: "Which [regions are holyJetc. etc.,
and how do men [obtainJsteady devotion to Siva? Tell us
with certainty everything, 0 best of munis."
Suta [said]: "Listen, 0 :r~is, to everything I've
been assigned to tell you; i.e., the supreme Mahatmya of
Kayaroha~anatha, which was sung by the great-souled Kumara
to Sanatkumara.
It ends: -
Those who listen to and repeat the Mahatmya of this
place and honor the one who tells it, they will get their
heart's desire.
Having honored the teller [of this Mahatmya] with var-
ious ornaments, clothes, betel leaves, money, and grain, he
shall obtain union with Siva.
APPENDIX E. Bibliography of Published Texts, Translations,
and Studies of Mahatmyas
Notes: The works listed in this bibliography have been limited
to Sanskrit texts, and translations and studies written in
European languages (with the exception of three translations
from vernacular M8.h~tmyas, i.e., Kalahasti-M, P~c;luranga-M,
and Halasya-M). The heading "Trans." includes complete'and
also sUbstantial partial translations or summaries. This
bibliography also includes references to works which I per-
sonally have not seen. The sources from which I have taken
these references are indicated in parentheses. Those which
I have seen are indicated by "See Bibliog." Complete refer-












by Sashibhusan Chaudhuri. "Qn the iden-
tification of ~onacala and Arunacala in
the Skandapurar,:ta:" (See Bibliog.)
Ed. by R. Anantakrishna Sastri. Madras,
1902. (Shulman, Bibliog.)
Ed. by Pandit Raja Candra Nyayapancanana.
1891. (Hazra, p. 162n)
in Mahasthana and its Environs by Prabhas
Chandra Sen. Rajshahi: Varendra Research
Society, 1929. (Hazra, p. l62n)
Pub. in ~rIkurvetinagaram, 1889. (Telugu
script) Dessigane 1964, p. vi)
Ed. by Anantacarya. Kanci, 1907, Sastra-




Ed. by P.B. Annangarachariar. Conjee-
varam, 1906. (Gonda, p. 279)
(Trans.); by R. Dessigane, P.Z. Pattibiramin, and
(Study) J. Fi11io zat. Les legendes 1ivai tes de





Ed. by Chiman1al D.Da1al. Appendix 4
in Ganakarikaof Acarya Bhasarvajna.
(See Bib1iog. )
b;x:-Asoke Chatterjee. "A Treatise of the
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